
ACTION FIGURE KINGDOM HITS DOUBLE DIGITS! 
A powerful and gruesome archenemy from 30 years ago has resurfaced, and once 
again has his sights set on destroying the GOOD GUYS! Will even the combined might 
of two ACROBOTS and two SPARKINATORS be enough to defeat MISTER BLAST? 
You can find out this week as Funny "Action" Steve's ACTION FIGURE KINGDOM #10 
slams the shelves as the #1 title at FUNNYBOOKS! The wintery, 32-pager — the 
second-longest ACTION FIGURE KINGDOM issue ever — concludes the epic "Blast 
from the Past” storyline which began way back in AFK #7. Stop by for yours — Only 
at FUNNYBOOKS! 
 
TOTAL PRICE DESTRUCTION CONTINUES THROUGH SUNDAY! 
Thank you to everyone who stopped by FUNNYBOOKS this past weekend to take 
advantage of the SEVEN SALES - NEW YEARS STEVE, FALLBACK, HARD GOODBYE, 
SIZE MATTERS, MERCH MADNESS, EPICFAIL, and FUNNYFEVER - which combined 
to make-up our Huge, DESTROY ALL SALES EVENT. And — for those of you who 
couldn't make it, we have GREAT NEWS! Because we are extending DESTROY ALL 
SALES all week long and through this weekend — that's FIVE MORE DAYS of 
ABSOLUTE PRICE DESTRUCTION at FUNNYBOOKS! You now have through Sunday, 
January 21st to stop by and get 60%-OFF ALL BACK ISSUES (including vintage and 
variants), and 30%-OFF ALL MERCHANDISE ($10 & up), 30%-OFF ALL VOLUME ONE 
GRAPHIC NOVELS, 30%-OFF ALL HARD COVERS, 30%-OFF ALL MANGA (and other 
odd-sized books), and 30%-OFF ALL STORYPACKS. Plus, EVERY GRAPHIC NOVEL in 
the store is on sale thanks to the most classic of all FUNNYBOOKS' Sales, FUNNY 
FEVER! Stop by Wednesday (10-10), Thursday and Friday (11-8), Saturday (10-7), or 
Sunday (12-5) to take advantage of these amazing deals one last time!  
 
SAY FAREWELL TO NEW YEARS STEVE! 
Sunday will also be your FINAL day to add your name to our 2018 WALL OF 
RESOLUTIONS, by purchasing any volume ONE graphic Novel at FUNNYBOOKS (now 
at the bonus DESTROY ALL SALES discount of 30%). And — thanks to NEW YEARS 
STEVE (not Harvey) — when you purchase your volume ONE, you lock-in a 20%-OFF 
discount on all other volumes in that series at 20%-OFF, now through June! After 
Sunday, NEW YEARS STEVE will wave goodbye in all his sequined glory! 
 
NEW THIS WEEK! 
It's another great week of New Comics & Stuff, topped off by the previously 
mentioned ACTION FIGURE KINGDOM #10, and then pretty much dominated by DC 
thanks to new issues of popular titles like BATMAN, NIGHTWING, BATMAN / TMNT 
II, SUPERMAN, SUPER SONS, and JUSTICE LEAGUE, along with the new DAMAGE #1 
— the first issue in DC's "New Age of Heroes" line of titles (with a pretty cool, first 



time ever, triple vertical gatefold cover). Meanwhile Marvel contributes the new 
STAR WARS #42, MIGHTY THOR #703, and AVENGERS #676 (which continues the 
new, weekly AVENGERS "No Surrender" initiative), and Image delivers both the new 
KILL OR BE KILLED #15, and the KILL OR BE KILLED Volume THREE Graphic Novel 
(both Big-Time FUNNYBOOKS FAVORITES). It's really awesome that you can 
purchase and read the graphic novel, and then pick up the very next issue, both at the 
same time. Thank you Ed Brubaker, Sean Phillips, and Image, Comics for showing 
other publishers how things should be done! 
A SITCOMICS EXCLUSIVE! 
You still have time to stop by for your FREE, SITCOMICS catalogue (available at the 
FUNNYBOOKS' front counter) which features a new line of comics straight from 
Hollywood, and available only at select comic book stores across the United States 
(including only THREE stores in Jersey!). Look for some BIG and EXCITING, 
SITCOMICS news at various Comic Book news outlets next week, and then get your 
order forms in by next week's NEW COMIC DAY (January 23rd). Remember... only 
those who preorder these comics will get them, so if you want to get in on the ground 
floor of something new and cool, try SITCOMICS! 
 
That's all for now! See you at FUNNYBOOKS! - Funny Steve! 
 
 
 


